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Message from the School Manager

As another school term comes to an end, I am proud to say that we've had a successful year. With the recent events in Sichuan and Myanmar, we are grateful to be living in a place like Hong Kong where luckily, natural disasters are rare.

I am also proud of our students' reaction to the tragedies. Our students were empathetic and joined together, along with their families in order to donate money and supplies to the victims and their families. To see so many people from around the world support one another is something we have aimed for at Delia for many years. For all the generous donations, myself and all the staff would like to extend our thanks.

Furthermore, I would like to tell our graduates to take the idea of harmony and compassion with them throughout their lives. We wish you all the success in elementary and secondary education. Continue to strive towards your highest potential and make us proud. Good luck in the future.

Ms. C. CHOR

Teacher-students' visit

Some teacher students visited our school this year. Here is a message from one of them.

Dear all,

First of all, I would like to express my heartfelt thank you for giving us the opportunity to visit your school. The children were marvelous; I especially enjoyed the courtesy and respect that the children displayed for us during their morning assembly. I'd like to also thank all the teachers that helped me to gain so much valuable insight into teaching. Overall, my visit was very much to my benefit and I hope to see you all again soon.

Best regards,
Group leader
Kelly Chan Wing Lam
Memories of Alumni

Kaur, Kulwinder-Graduate of 2007
To me, my primary school life was, is and will always remain one of the most memorable experiences of my life. My primary school gave me a lot of things, all valuable and precious. Each and every memory of my primary school life holds great sentimental value to me, and I shall treasure them all my life.

My primary school gave me knowledge; I learnt all the basic facts of life there, I learnt how to make friends, how not to be nervous to ask questions, how to make sure you revise well. I learnt the pattern of my body, how much time it takes me to memorize something, what method I need to use when studying, so that now when I have been promoted to secondary school, I know how to study and memorize efficiently. Primary school life acted as the basis and the foundation of my education.

Other than education, the most important thing that my primary school life has given me are my best friends. I met my best friends in primary school, and we are still in touch today. I know that we will always be in touch. I will always be thankful for my teachers who gave me a lot of priceless things.

Kaur, Hakiran-Graduate of 2006
I feel a great sense of gratitude to express my feelings about my primary class studying experience. This is the foundation stone of my whole life which will prove to be a strength in my personality. This is because of the expressive, supportive and encouraging teaching style adopted by our wealthy teachers that enhances our leadership and communicative skills and, above all, moral values.

Second thing which I like to mention is the multicultural environment in our school, which taught us the message of universal brotherhood. According to my knowledge, this is the biggest thing which can teach us how to merge with other cultures. Above all, I have learned how to be a good human being. My primary school has a good team of intellectual, caring, enthusiastic, disciplined and loving teachers who cater the support on the overall development of their students.

Last but not least, thanks to my school and my teachers.

Thapa, Sneha-Graduate of 2006
My 5 years as a Delian.

Hey, I am Sneha, a recent J6 graduate. I started to study at Delia when I was 7 years old in J2, now I am in F2, brave and confident.

To me, my first day of school was scary since I was new and felt unknown, but as years passed on I kept looking forward to my first day of school. I used to be a shy girl, but now I am pretty open, thanks to all my teachers. Delia is like my third home (after my real home and my secondary school next door). All the teachers are like my friends, and every time I see them, I always get surprised since they remember me so well! The teachers were very friendly to me and encouraged me to go for what I dreamt, and encouraged me to be more confident in myself. Every time I remember my times in Delia, I miss all my friends and teachers who’ve left, but the teachers and my old friends have taught me so much, they will be with me forever.
Dadlani, Roshan-Graduate of 2001
I was once a student at Delia Primary (Mei Foo). Currently, I am pursuing my studies in the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. From my numerous years of schooling, I have learnt that there is one thing in life that will help me no matter what or where study, that is, a strong foundation in different aspects, such as critical thinking and, Mathematics, etc. I am honoured to share my feelings with all the students who are currently studying at Delia, a school from where I have received my foundation. It has immensely helped me manage my secondary schooling, and believe it or not, I still use some things I have learnt from my teachers at Delia. Mr. Ng has taught me to ask when unsure, and gradually this has helped me become more confident in whatever I do. There are many teachers I could name who have given me valuable lessons, but that would create an extremely long list. I would like to take this chance to thank all my teachers who have made it possible for me to become the person I am today. Thank you, teachers!

Joshi, Hriday-Graduate of 2007
I graduated last year from this school and I was sad to leave my primary school but happy to start my new secondary school life. Life in secondary is fun but all my friends from Delia and I always remember the fun we used to have in the primary. Primary school is also very important in my opinion because it makes us ready for the challenges in the future.

We also used to make presentations which was fun but stressful in some ways because I had to do the whole project presentation all by myself. So I was stressed and at last I told my group mates my problems and they understood it. They helped me in all the projects that followed and we worked as a team. I think the education we received in primary is very useful and we should make the best of it because there are a lot of children in the world who don't receive the basic education. I also remember the food in the tuck shop, especially the fish balls(yummy).

I wish I could enjoy my primary life all over again.

Shaikh, Rida Nayyar-Graduate of 2007
Although I am now studying in Marymount Secondary School, I do not remember one day I have not thought about my life when I was in Delia. Delia has given me everything which I do not think anyone else would have given me. These 6 wonderful years I have spent in Delia are years I am sure I will never forget.

Around 7 years ago, I used to think that the world started from the edge of my door and ended at the back of my J.1B classroom. The first time I entered the Delia school campus, my learning process started. I learnt how to greet my teachers, speak in front of the class, and write on the board. Everything I did, I learnt something new. The first time I became monitress was in J.1; I learnt how to help and care for the teachers. I learnt how to be responsible and to be a good role model for the other students. And I am very proud to say that I have been monitress for all my primary life. 6 years, that is.

Delia has helped me a lot for the selection of my secondary school. Thank you, Delia, for providing me with so many different opportunities. Opportunities through which I could prove myself and show everyone what I had inside of me. Opportunities which helped build up my confidence. Opportunities which I am sure I will never forget. Thank you, Delia, for providing me with experiences which I hope I can make use of in the future. Thank you, Delia, for giving me all that is needed to be a good person.

I would especially like to thank Ms. Chor, Mr. Siu, Mr. Ng and Ms. Leung for believing in me and for all their support and guidance and for their love and care. I will never forget what they have done for me and all that Delia has given me.
Internal Competitions

For the second school term, we had a whole new range of activities for our students to participate in. Students were able to test out their radio voices in the English Radio Drama, practise their Chinese while wishing people good luck in the New Year, and solve riddles in both languages. Our students also had fun trying to say Putonghua Tongue Twisters and participating in different activities during the English Campaign. Students put their brains to the test during the General Studies Quiz while working together as a team. Hopefully next year, our internal competitions will be just as successful!

Chinese Studies Competition

Putonghua Speaking Competition

English Campaign

English Radio Drama Competition

English and Chinese Riddles Competition

We will win!

She knows the answer!

Hmm this is tricky!

What was my line?

Aha! I've got it!

Yeah!

Stage fright? Not me!

Radio needs a lot of props!

Everybody knows which part to read?

I hope they can hear me!

Alright, I'm confused!

Let's look at the hint!

Who can find the word the fastest?
Parents-Teachers Interview

Our Parents Teachers Interview day was more than just meetings and discussions. As our teachers met with each student and their parents, the rest of the visitors were welcomed with activities, information and wonderful decorations to look at.

Each floor of our school was uniquely decorated using the theme of The Beijing Olympics. Parents were welcomed to see what our students and teachers worked so hard to finish. Our Visual Art panel was kind enough to prepare art activities for the parents as well; everyone lent a hand in our school decoration.

Meanwhile, there was plenty to do in the school hall. Parents, teachers and students were all invited to test their fitness level and sign a pledge to live healthy. They could also browse through the books available for purchase at the school book fair.

At the end of the day, teachers were glad to have made connections, parents were proud of their children's success and the students had enjoyed another day at Delia.

Parents and teachers sat down to talk about the student's progress.

Students and parents volunteered to sign a pledge to live healthy lives.
Everyone was invited to help decorate our school.

The book fair in the school hall was filled with fun and interesting books for the students to purchase.
Games Day

The one thing that is better than sitting in class all day is going outside, being physically active and playing with your classmates. That is what Games Day is all about. Students challenged each other to a variety of individual athletic competitions and joined together to face one another in group activities. However, the most amusing part of the day was watching the teachers join in the fun during the teacher-student races. Although it looked like the rain was going to interrupt our day, it held off and we had a great time. At noon time, each class came together to present their newly choreographed cheer. The cheering competition was filled with laughter, amazement and great music. At the end of the day it was evident that we all had a good time.....most of the students were asleep on the bus!
**Olympic Week**

**Torch Relay**

With the theme of The Beijing Olympics, our students were very excited during the project week this year. While walking around the school you could hear the buzz of hard work and creativity. From group project presentations to fun day activities, students put their strongest effort into the work and it was evident in the end products.

*In true Olympic fashion, the Delia Olympic Torch was passed from class to class.*

**Project Presentations**

Students were separated into groups during the week and provided with the task of researching and presenting information about The Beijing Olympics. Using visual aids such as models, charts, power point, and videos, each presentation offered a unique look at the upcoming event. Their hard work paid off as the presentations were truly successful.

*Like true professionals, the students presented their Olympic research.*

**Morning exercise Competition**

All week, classes practised the Olympic morning exercise routine so that they would be in top form for the week ending competition. Each class added a little individual flair to earn the extra points. In the end only one class was named champion.

*Look how organized J.1B is. We Love the hats.*

*J.4B decided to spice up their exercise routine with some props.*

*P.4-6 class was well prepared with graphs, charts, and maps. Well done!*
Fun Day

At the end of the week, students were invited to demonstrate their athletic skills in the Fun Day. Classes rotated through the gym participating in different games and competitions. Each student recorded their scores and a winner was decided at the end. Congratulations to everyone who tried their best and had a ton of fun!

Interviews with sports players

A few students were specially chosen to interview some of our local Hong Kong athletes. Our Delia students worked hard writing questions, interviewing the athletes and preparing a video of their experience. The videos were then played for the rest of the school so that everyone could learn from real athletes. For most of our students, it was an experience like none other.
Science Fun Day

One cold Saturday in January, teachers and students all joined together in the name of science. Students were able to try a variety of different experiments ranging from chemistry to light and sound. Demonstrations were also a fascinating part of the day as students and parents were able to see an egg sucked into a bottle and the ‘invisible chair’. The event was a success and we hope to see you all again next year!

Science Fun Day
Fund Raising for Sichuan

On 12th May, 2008 an earthquake with a magnitude of 8.0 hit the Sichuan province in China, leaving almost 70,000 dead and 37,000 injured with 20,000 still missing. In total, about 45.55 million people were affected in some way by the earthquake, most having to be relocated. In a great show of compassion, almost 50 billion yuan has been donated to help China rebuild the affected cities and help the victims and their families. At Delia, we wanted to do our part for the victims so we collected donations and held a bazaar to help raise money. Our students eagerly brought in donations and used their pocket money to buy little treats and toys. In total, our school managed to raise £54,370.10 for the Oxfam Foundation. We are so proud that our students were able to give willingly to those in need.
**Cub Scout**

Cub Scout members are keen to learn new knowledge and skills. They are disciplined, kind and helpful. They are full of spirit all the time. I feel very happy that I could be the Cub Scout leader this year.

**Grasshopper Scout**

All J.1 and J.2 students are Grasshopper Scouts this year. They learn how to do good things everyday through different games and activities so that they can develop a good attitude.
External Competitions

Again this term, our students had the opportunity to compete against other schools in Hong Kong. Among the competitions were the drama contest, oriental dance competition and the drawing competition. We had some success but more importantly, our students had fun and learnt to work together.

Drawing Competition

This year we had a wonderful group of artists compete in the drawing competition of The Boys' & Girls' Clubs Association of Hong Kong. There were three categories under which our students competed: Draw My World, My Best Mother or Father, and Sand Modelling. Our students walked away with four main prizes and six merit awards. It was a very successful competition for us and we hope these students continue to work on their artistic abilities.

Dance Festival

Congratulations to our junior and senior Oriental Dance groups! Just by looking at their beautiful costumes and movements, it is not hard to imagine how much time and effort they put into their dance pieces. That is why both groups got very satisfactory results in the 44th Hong Kong Schools Dance Festival. Both groups and the duet dance piece achieved the "Highly Commended Award" and the solo dance piece achieved the "Award of Honour". We truly hope that they will do even better in the upcoming competitions and performances. We really can't wait to watch their next performance!
Hong Kong Schools Drama Festival
Ms. Leung YM

Drama Festival is one of the major events in Delia which provides students with opportunities in gaining experience in public speaking as well as building up self confidence. Showing a brand new performance is quite a challenge every year. I chose W. B. White's 'Charlotte's Web' this year because of the very last line: "Our love, pass it on, pass it on." What a wonderful message! But how can we show a spider on the stage? And a runt pig? And a whole bunch of animals? Well, a symbolic image might do, I guess. Anyway, I am very impressed with our students' performance in which their talents and courage were shown perfectly well - Mahum, with no hesitation, acted exactly like a real lovely piggy. Eloisa, did her best to be a mature mum. Sharma, in perfect timing, portrayed a smart but dodgy rat. And the rest of the cast delivered a perfect character which deserves a professional ranking. It is so sweet to see how well our students attain their achievement and how much they will cherish this in the future.
Sports Competitions

Track and Field
With a strong commitment to track and field, the Delia team trained hard during practices and performed to the best of their abilities during competitions. Well done, team!

Table Tennis
If there was one word to describe the table tennis team it would be consistency. Any Tuesday or Thursday of any week the team was having a great time in the school hall brushing up on their table tennis skills.

Badminton
The Badminton team continued to practice hard until the end of the year. Each team member was dedicated to the team and worked hard, hoping for victory.

Basketball
Both the girls' and boys' basketball team members have come together this year to accomplish the goal of becoming committed, driven athletes. Delia believes they have accomplished this goal.

Cricket
A group of boys who share a common love for the game of cricket founded the first Delia English Primary Cricket Team. Hopefully their spirit will continue as tradition throughout the future of Delia.

The boys from our school, with the help of Ms. Kwan and friends, develop their cricket skills.
Superstars!

Jordan's Honey

Mr. Siu CH

Six days of film shooting produced a half hour episode of the Radio Television Hong Kong drama - Jordan's Honey - which was broadcast on TVB Jade at 7:30 p.m. on 7th June, 2008. Singh, Baljoet of J. 3A portrayed the leading role of Honey.

"I'm very happy to have had this chance. I've learnt a lot and made new friends. It's not easy to act but I've tried my best. Surely it's a valuable and unforgettable experience to me," said Baljoet. Supporting actors include Gill, Kanwarpal Singh and Sandhu, Manbir Singh from J. 5A, and Singh, Mandeep from J. 6A.

Radio Interview

Mr. Siu CH

Apart from the four boys' appearance on TV, six other students also had a chance to voice their opinion on air. They were interviewed by the Commercial Radio on 2nd May, 2008 - in CHINESE - about their future wishes and racial harmony.

From left to right:
J. 6A Urchenko, Adrian L. J. 6A Sidhu,
Mission Rajinder S. Socal Worker J. 1A
Kaur, Navjot
J. 6B Kaur, Randeep Renu Reporter J.
5A Tamura, Haruki J. 6A Kaur, Samanjit
Initiation Programme

Cultivate young children's daily living abilities to foster the development of sound behaviour

We cultivate young children's character starting from the development of daily living abilities. We integrate this concept with cultural activities, allowing young children to foster good manners and adapt to the new environment.

Advocate creativity to improve future competitiveness

We construct a learning environment that respects creativity, promotes sharing and guides children to develop independent thinking and problem solving abilities. Our aim is to help them adapt to future challenges.
Provide rich and diverse educational activities

We incorporate six major topics into the programme including health, games, music, work, language and knowledge. We implement a rich and diverse range of educational activities to propel whole-person education for children as well as to cultivate their cultural and artistic qualities. We respect cultural diversity and care for children in need.
**Students' Work**

**Fung, Kwan Ho Jonathan J.1A**

**Kaur, Randeep Renu J.6B**

Motherhood is all in her heart
Ordinary heart but filled with love
Truly wishes her child succeed
Happy to see her children's victory
Evil? Ha! She can never be
Rest of that you all know, try and taste my mother's tea

---

**My Family Isn't Perfect**

McLeod, Wendy Finella Cabututan J.4C

My family isn't perfect,
Nor are they bad.
They always change the feeling
From unhappy to glad.

To some they are special,
To me they are more.
They fill hearts with love,
Right from the core.

They make lives shine,
Just like a star
That you can see
From a place very far.

My family isn't perfect,
But I think it's quite fair.
My story might be something
That you might want to share.
My Heart’s Journey
Botin, Maria Katerina Borja J. 6B

I gaze across the harbour, at the famed sparkling skyline
Looking up at the skyscrapers competing with the green slopes.
Different folks live and work in this vibrant melting pot.
I love it here too, but my heart...
It dreams of traveling a lot.

First I’ll visit Asia’s giant
And marvel at the treasures of past dynasties.
I will walk along its great Great Wall,
Gape at the gorges and the lovely lakes.
Oh, it will be a most breathtaking walk of all!

For some thrill, I’ll trek into the rainforests.
Deep into the lush green jungle,
I’ll say hello to the colorful creatures and bugs.
I might even have dinner with an Amazon tribe,
But pray the menu won’t include a soup of slugs!

I shall get myself a Eurail pass and journey through the west.
See the cathedrals, practise my French and explore the great museums.
I wonder if I’ll be brave enough to try some escargots
While enjoying the snowcapped mountains and amazing sceneries
As the train goes.

A million places beckon!
But I have to agree with Dorothy.
Wherever I go, wherever I roam
Though my heart is wiser from its journey...
It will always yearn for home.

My Dear Family
Lopez, Kimberly Ann Escaro J.4C

My dear family, you make me glad.
You would never make me sad.
But I know that you love me.
And I know that I love my family.

My dear mom, you’re so kind.
You also tell me that love I’ll find.
I know that sometimes you make me cry.
But it’s your job to tell me why.
You would tell me that it’s wrong
To stay outside much too long.

My dear dad, you’re so smart.
You have a talent of teaching me art.
But that’s not all, I love you so.
It’s because you let me go
To the park, I would play.
I would thank you every day.

My dear sisters, you’re so cute.
You’d even wear the same suit.
That’s because you’re twins, you’re the same.
But you would have different names.

My dear family, I love you.
And I know you love me too.
Message from Graduates

Heera, Raj J.6A
My journey through this school has been great since I have won many awards and the teachers have been pushing me so that I can see my weaknesses and my strengths. Some teachers allowed us to explore our mind while some didn’t really care that much. Some teachers were very free with us while some were too harsh on us. PE lessons always used to be a hit in this school while VA was never so popular. Maths lessons were a way to develop your common senses. It also made your mind sharper. English lessons were never boring for me but they were steps to success which became very important in our class, school and world. Many students have supported me in my bad times, while some were very irritating. The irritating ones used to spoil my day, my happy mood and make my life miserable. The students who were by my side and everyone’s side should be saluted. Our school did have a few problems with the coming of the flu, which destroyed many lives, which wasn’t the case at our school but some students did get sick. Also, with the coming of the Beijing Olympics, we had a project week which focused on the Olympic Champions and world records. We also explored the world of Olympics thoroughly. We had a presentation competition which was very knowledge gaining and exciting.

Baroque, April Lisette Onas J. 6B
I started learning the rights and wrongs about emotions, like being sad, happy, angry, embarrassed and even in love. Being sad in J4 was just like a pinch on your cheek. As I got a little bit older and smarter the sadness in me grew and grew. It even made me write on my hand. I learnt that when you keep your emotions to yourself things might get a little bit rough. Miss Kwan said that you should share stories with your close friends so they can understand you and try to help you. Being happy is the best and the last thing I want to experience in life. I would like to share two happy memories in Delia. The first one is about me and Octavia. When we first met each other, we were in a special class before September, the beginning of the school year. Miss Kwong and Mr Ng were our class teachers. On the first day, Octavia and I sat together in class. The teachers thought that we were twins because we seemed to have the same things. We also fight to sit in the front seat with Adrian and Steven. The other one was when Mr Ng called Geoffry an animal.

Paclibar, Marion Jemlette Negapatan J. 6A
I really enjoy how the class makes us all laugh. I won’t forget the picnic, folk song, solo-verse and the projects. I won’t forget the good times we have in recess. I’ll miss the way they make a fool out of themselves. I love the times when the class is very understanding. Just like the time I cried because of a classmate and everyone asked me if I was ok and that classmate said sorry. I’ll always remember music lessons when we sang and laughed at the songs. I enjoyed a lot in the school, like Halloween Party, Christmas Party and Presentation Week. Also, the day at HKU (Hong Kong University) was very memorable; we got to perform and try new things. I’m very thankful to the school for giving me chances to do new things. Before I had serious stage fright but now I’m just calm. I don’t suffer anymore either. Well even though I lis, it’s ok because I tried solo-verse and my tongue is improving and don’t lis anymore. Last year was super memorable when we were in J.5A, it was fun. I miss the other teachers who left though. But once in a while I see them out of school. The week before last, after my YMAC interview, I saw Ms Chu. I really missed her. Last week I saw Mr. Leung but I wasn’t surprised because he taught us folk songs, so I usually see him. I am also very thankful to the teacher who understood everything that was wrong with me and helped me improve it. I don’t really want to graduate yet because I’ll miss all the moments like the fights I’ve had with my friends, even if they may not be happy but it’s a part of life. Okay then this school is pretty memorable and I’ll never forget my days here in Delia.

Madrid, Jealdrin J. 6B
In J.3B, I had a bad experience when between the lesson, the teacher didn’t arrive and I was one of the monitors of the class so I had the responsibility to notify the office but I didn’t know, so it was about 8minutes past the time the teacher was supposed to arrive. Then Mr. Cheung came and taught us. Then Mr. Cheung asked us to stay in recess, because of not notifying the office. Since I was the monitor, I had to do it but I didn’t. So Mr. Cheung punished us. From then on, I learned to be responsible and observant. After going to J.4B, we had to do a G.S project on our nationality and I got to be with friends of other countries. They voted me as a leader but I always excluded one of my group mates for which I got punished. I learned that being a leader, I should have divided the work equally instead of excluding people. Then in J.5B, I had a time when I finished all my homework in school and when I got home, I felt great because I didn’t have to worry about anything. From then on, I tried to finish homework at school. The most unforgettable experience in J.1 was that in English lesson, Ms. Lo was teacher but I needed to go to the toilet. I was refused but it was really urgent for me to go. I didn’t want to disrupt the class and couldn’t hold it either so I ended up releasing it on my seat. Ms. Lo told me to inform the teacher if it is urgent and that taught me to be brave to tell the teacher whatever was needed. Finally in J.2, I went to school and realized that I forgot to bring my pencil case. I needed a pencil to do classwork and I didn’t want to be punished for not bringing my stationery so I just took it from a classmate for which, of course I got punished. This experience taught me to ask before I take anything from anyone. I learned to tell the teacher everything when I saw a boy destroying something and I hit him for that. Now that I am in J.6, I have become calm and I have learned from all the experiences I have had. I think I will benefit from them in the future too and do something great. I learned that positivity and the drive to not give up can take you far.
A Few Words from the Parents

Time flies so fast. We still remember when our little girl, Daniella Joy, came to study in Delia. A petite, timid girl like a cocoon afraid to come out of her shell and now has grown up into a butterfly. Thanks to Delia’s teachers for their support and dedication in molding our children to be children not only academically but also socially and physically. She will always treasure all the learning experiences that made her primary life fruitful and rewarding. May Delia remain committed in providing quality education.

Congratulations to the graduates of 2007-2008!
Parents of Dizon, Daniella Joy V. J.6B

Our daughter Kajol Chhabria has studied at this school from Kindergarten 3 and this is her last year in this school. She’ll be graduating this year. We would like to thank Delia School very much for being supportive to us. Our daughter Kajol Chhabria is very lucky, she got the opportunity to study in this school. It has given her many opportunities in various ways to show her talents and abilities. It has also shown equal importance to parents. It helped us to understand more about our child. We really thank the principal and all the teachers from the bottom of our hearts.
Thank you
Parents of Chhabria, Kajol J.6A

I choose Delia for Grace, because I know it will be a good foundation for her studies and life as she faces challenges in her future endeavors. Since she studied from Kindergarten 1, she has learnt how to be disciplined, how to value education and how to respect other people like parents, teachers and friends. Delia is one of the most respected schools to me, because the teachers pay a lot of attention to their students. They are very dedicated in their profession, they do not do it just for the sake of their job, but it comes from their heart. Delia will remain part of Grace’s life as it imparts the important stages of learning in her life.
Parents of Leung, King Lam M. Grace J.6A

“You’re staying after school, Lois”. “Got practice this Saturday in drama/track/badminton/folk song...”. “Project on which subject?”, “Get some sleep, dear”, “Performance?... where?”, “Contest?... when?”, “Don’t you ever get tired?”, “Are you okay, take care?”, “Good luck, all the best”, “We know you can make it”, “Have fun”.

These are familiar lines used in dealing with our daughter Eloisa be it, on weekdays or weekends with regards to her school life. A day or a week is incomplete without all these school activities and it’s hard to figure out where she got all the energy in juggling her academics and the extra-curricular activities. Seems like she’s busier than we parents are. Same goes to the other students and especially the teachers- they’re tireless, they are having fun, they’re enjoying and loving the school and most of all- they are dedicated.

All these have given the students more confidence, diligence and made them more responsible. We would like to take this opportunity to thank Delia for being part of our daughter’s life and especially in molding her to be a better person, ready to face the challenges in her higher studies and future life.
Kudos to Delia!
Parents of Damulo Eloisa Gay Laurel J.6A

It is with great satisfaction and gratitude that my son, James Edward G. Francisco, is one of the students who will be graduating in Primary at Delia Memorial School. My wife and I have so much faith in this school that we enrolled both our sons, from Kindergarten to Primary. We are so thankful to Delia Memorial School for teaching our sons to be responsible, caring and respectful individuals. They are also into sports and other kinds of activities which give them not only a sound mind but a healthy body and a well-rounded personality. We are always reminded of whatever problems they have encountered regarding their subjects, that surely help us to guide and teach them. The awards they are getting from different activities they have joined give them the opportunity to show their talents and strive more to succeed. We have been part of some of the activities that the school provided for the parent-child interaction. We have seen their growth not only physically but mentally and morally. We have also seen how this school has produced successful graduates, and for that we thank all the teachers for helping us mold our children’s characters.
Parents of Francisco, James Edward J.6A
Winners Internal Competitions

Chinese Calligraphy Contest

English Calligraphy Contest

Speaking Chinese is Fun Competition

Art & Design Competition

Lunar New Year "Lantern Riddles" Competition (English)

Good Luck Slogan Design Competition

Lunar New Year "Lantern Riddles" Competition (Chinese)
**External Competitions**

- **Hong Kong Schools Drama Festival 2007-2008**
- **Citiplaza Book Carnival 2007 English Verse-Speaking Contest**
- **A.S. Watson Group HK Student Sports Awards 2007-2008**
- **Certificate from the Community Chest in Appreciation of the donation from the school**
- **Hong Kong Budding Poets (English) Award**

**The Boys' & Girls' Clubs Association of Hong Kong:**

- **My Best Father and Mother Drawing Competition**
- **Sand Modeling Competition Primary Group**
- **The 1st Hong Kong Youth Arts Festival**
Parents' Message

Our First Year at Delia Schools

Our family moved to Hong Kong in June 2007 at the end of the school year in the Philippines. This gave us a few months to settle into our new apartment in Discovery Bay and finalize school plans for Wendy, Scott and Amanda, aged nine, seven and five years old, before the next school year began in Hong Kong.

Finding a school in Hong Kong was not a small task. Although we had applied to several schools six months earlier, vacancies were still not available. The international schools were well beyond our means and some of the public schools did not welcome non Chinese-speaking students. We did find two public schools in Tung Chung that have special programmes to help assimilate foreign students into their Cantonese-speaking school system. This was still not an ideal solution though, because we realized that the children's academics would suffer while they learnt a new language, and Mom and Dad would be unable to offer much help with homework or be involved in school life because of the language barrier.

What a blessing when a friend told us about Delia Schools! Using the well respected Hong Kong curriculum and English as the medium of instruction, Delia provides the academic environment we were seeking with most reasonable tuition fees. The children now have the opportunity to learn Cantonese and Mandarin while their other subjects do not suffer and they make friends from other parts of Asia and the world. After the initial period of adjustment the kids felt right at home. Our whole family is thankful that the children can receive a fine education from dedicated and caring teachers in a world-class city and be well prepared for the challenges of tomorrow.

Parent of J.2T McLeod, Scott

Delia - Man Kiu English Primary school is designed for students who want to be challenged academically and are ready to be active in their learning.

Delia - Man Kiu is an English immersion programme with a global focus. The instruction is focused on an interdisciplinary approach with particular emphasis on the acquisition of linguistic and cultural skills. All curricula are taught at developmentally appropriate level.

Academic excellence is the number one school-wide goal while giving students another perspective on the world. We invite you to learn about this unique educational opportunity at Delia - Man Kiu for your child.

Delia - Man Kiu English Primary school is a place where we believe that children are the centre of our universe - a place where children not only celebrate and appreciate their own wonderful qualities but also those of others. We work collaboratively with parents, the community and higher education to create a strong partnership to support children.

Please join us in this venture. We look forward to seeing all of you.

Parent of J.2C Caslay, Jeff, Nishant Singh
External Competitions

The 44th Hong Kong Schools Dance Festival

Day by day, practice by practice... and they won the Highly Commended Award in the 44th Hong Kong Schools Dance Festival. And now they are all working very hard to prepare themselves for the next competition. Well done girls!

Miss Cheng Yee Man

Internal Competitions

- Good Luck Slogan Design Competition
- "Lantern Riddles" Competition

Comics Drawing Competition
J.2T Wong, Kwun Yan
J.2T Adams, Catherine Helen

Easter Design Competition
J.2C Lagasca, Alexis Ian T.
J.2R Sumala, Kate Anne

Putonghua Speaking Competition
We are both winners!
J.2T Lam, Tik
J.2C Chettri, Saimon

The 1st Hong Kong Youth Arts Festival
Another good try for Jenny Suen in Solo-Verse Speaking Competition.
Award: Merit

Students' Art work
- Creative Arts
J.2T Lo Ngai Hang
J.2R Thapa, Digen

Chinese Adjusted Curriculum Competition
We enjoy very much!
The answer is...
What a challenging question?
Yeah, we won!

English Campaign
J.1 Word Search
Hurry up!
We'll win if we just find 2 more.
J.2 Phonics Fun
Let me see...
Which is the best combination?
Parents-Teachers Interview

The Parents-Teachers Interview was held on the 2nd February, 2008 a freezing cold Saturday. Through meeting with teachers, parents had a clear picture of their children's academic performance. Parents could know more about their children's school life from the photographs, art work and project work displayed everywhere in our school. It ended up a very warm feeling day afterall.

Project Week

We love to do projects, it is so fun! We have done a lot to welcome Beijing 2008 Olympic Games. Our project week, named 'Olympic 2008', was launched in January. With teacher's guidance, we learnt a lot about Olympics: the history, the games, the spirit and cultures, the athletes, torch relay, etc.

Our Wishes to China and Myanmar

No doubt you have heard of the desvastation Sichuan Earthquake has brought to the people of China and the impact on them has been catastrophic. Immediately following the disaster, Delia schools had already launched responses. In order to stress how grateful we are to have parents' generous donations and support, our students wrote their warmest thanks to all donors and their concerns and encouragement to the survivors in Sichuan on heart-felt cards. We all believe the messages can soothe their hard feelings.

Miss Leung Yuk Mui
**Fruit Day**  
17 April, 2008

"Yummy!" What a joyful Fruit Day! We prepared more fruits for this campus fruit party to make our commitment of sustaining this healthy habit.

---

**School Activities**

**Dress Red Day** 2 May, 2008

Though we couldn't witness the historical moment of torch relay along the route, we put on red dress and red stickers on 2nd May to cheer and support this enjoyable Olympic fiesta. Cheer up! We light the passion and share the dream.

Miss Leung Yuk Ping

---

**Games Day** 11 April, 2008

My first Games Day with Delia Schools was an adventure. I had the unique experience to help organize and participate with many students on this day. I really enjoyed watching all the students have so much fun and showing bright smiles on their faces. Also, the laughs and smiles heard and received during the teacher and student activities. I feel very lucky as a person and a teacher to be able to participate in such fun activities. I hope to take part in many more to come.

Mr Michael Langenfeld

---

**Science Fun Day** 26 January, 2008

To arouse our students' interest in science, our school has organized a Science Fun Day in January. There were over 500 parents and students who came and had a great time. What impressed me most was the 'Invisible Chair', four teachers lay on each other's knees to form a ring in the air. Students were all amazed. Students can find 'magic' all around if they try to discover more about science.

Miss Lo Wing Yi
2007-2008 Kindergarten External Competitions Highlight

It has been another fruitful year for both Delia and Spring View kindergartens. Students from all three levels were actively involved in a variety of external competitions. Gloriously, the participants have achieved amazing results in all the competitions. Thank you for the wholehearted dedication of all the teachers and students involved. Congratulations and keep going in the coming year!

Delia Kindergarten

1. Pre-school English Drama Competition (Greater China) 2008 (K.1 Group) – 2ND Prize
   全港學前教育英語戲劇比賽(大中華)2008(幼兒班組)-第二名

2. Pre-school English Drama Competition (Greater China) 2008 – Outstanding Costumes & Props Award
   朗文學前教育英語戲劇比賽（大中華）2008-最佳服飾及布景獎
Kindergarten Section

3. Hong Kong Pre-school English Song Singing Competition (Kowloon District) - Silver Award
   全港幼兒英文歌唱比賽(九龍區)-銀獎

4. Hong Kong Green Power Singing Competition (Pre-school Group) - Outstanding Award
   香港綠色力量歌唱比賽(幼稚園組)-優異獎
Spring View Kindergarten

1. Hong Kong Pre-school English Song Singing Competition (East District & Islands) - Gold Award
   全港幼兒英文歌唱比賽(東區及離島區)-金獎

2. Hong Kong Pre-school English Song Singing Competition – The Best Performance Award
   全港幼兒英文歌唱比賽-最佳演繹獎
The Joint Parents & Children Day Camp for Delia and Spring View Kindergartens was held on Saturday, 4th May, 2008 at Sai Kung Outdoor Recreation Centre. About 300 parents and students participated in the event. We have had so much fun...!

A new programme called “Exercise Is Fun” has been introduced to our students by Dr. William Cheung since April. The programme aims to enhance the physical fitness of students through games and exercises.

In order to prepare our toddlers for the Nursery Class in the coming school year, the Joint Parent & Toddler Workshop has been held every week starting April. The activities aim to develop the Multiple Intelligence of young children.

由四月份開始，本校邀請了張文惠博士負責教授一個名為「Exercise Is Fun」的課程。活動目的是以遊戲作為教學手段培養幼兒積極做運動的習慣。

為了協助推入學的幼兒更易於適應校園生活，本校已於四月份開始舉辦每星期一次之「親子興趣坊」，活動目的是為培養幼兒之多元智能發展。
Kindergarten Section

Delia Album

We're ready for the Olympic Torch Relay!

I'm a dentist in the Brighter Smile Playland.

Wow! What's Miss Wendy doing in the Science Museum?

Dragon Dance Performance

We want to show our love and care for the Sichuan Earthquake victims.
Kindergarten Section

Delia Album

Slow down guys.
Don’t forget we’re in the Road Safety Town!

We have so much fun in the Dragon Boat Race!!

Welcome to Delia Shell House

How do you like the "Three Little Pigs" play?
Kindergarten Section

Spring View Album

參觀百福進交通安全城

科學館真好玩！

Mummy I love you!

齊來歡迎聖火

母親節同樂日

我們是明日之星！

走進孩子的故事世界講座

家長分享講故事心得
Challenge Yourself

Round 1
Who are they?

Round 2
Spot the 10 differences...
Round 3

Part 1

ALZHEIMERS’ EYE TEST

Count every “F” in the following text:

FINISHED FILES ARE THE RESULT OF YEARS OF SCIENTIFIC STUDY COMBINED WITH THE EXPERIENCE OF YEARS...

HOW MANY?

Part 2

O lny srmat poelpc ca raed tihhs.

cdmuolt blveiee taht I cluo aulaclty uesdnatmr wdht I was rdanieg.

The phaommneal pwoer of the hmuan mnid, aoccdrnig to a rscheearch at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy,

it deosn’t mttaer in waht orer the letteers in a wrod are, the only iprmoatnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat letteer be in the rghit pclae. The rset can be a taotl mses and you can still raed it wouthit a porbelm.

Thhs is bcuseae the huammn mnid deos not raed ervey lieter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe. Amzanig huh?

Our brain actually cannot process “OF”.

Did you count the 5 from the word “OF”?

The reasoning behind:

Really, go back and try to find the 6 F’s.

Read it again.

There are 6 -- no joke.

Round 3